In This Chapter

This chapter describes the approaches for selecting products and how to size them for creation and enhancement. The challenge is to select projects well so that the organization realizes the greatest return on investment (ROI) possible and provides high-quality, sustainable products. To achieve this, organizations use some form of product-portfolio management. We explore some of that approach’s shortcomings (delays, staleness) and offer a better one—one that uses Lean thinking.

Takeaways

Key insights to take away from this chapter include the following.

- The Lean product portfolio should consist of minimum marketable features (MMF) to enable quick delivery of small product enhancements.
- Teams should be organized so that they can work efficiently on these product enhancements.
- Minimizing work-in-process improves efficiency while reducing risk.
- Increasing customer value must encompass all product lines.

“There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all.” —Peter F. Drucker
The Challenge of Selecting Projects

Improving the product-development process is only half the challenge for software development. The other half, even more fundamental, is selecting the most important products to create and enhance. This approach is called “portfolio management.”

Portfolio management applies to both product-development organizations and IT organizations. Each type of organization has its particular set of challenges, but the general approach, which we describe here, works for both. You must adapt it to your own situation, of course.

Introducing Terms

At the outset, it always helps to define terms. This section introduces terms we use throughout the rest of the book.

Enterprise

As defined in chapter 1, An Agile Developer’s Guide to Lean Software Development, when we refer to the “enterprise,” we mean all parts of the organization that are involved in the value stream of the product or service being created, enhanced, or maintained. In an IT organization this includes the business and IT sides. In a product company, it also includes marketing, sales, delivery, support, and development.

Product Organization and Customer Organization

“Product organizations” create software products for companies that derive revenue directly from the software. Customers are primarily external to the organization and developers are managed along product lines. In contrast, “IT organizations” create products for companies whose principal products are not software but that depend on software and applications to deliver or manage their products or services. Examples include financial institutions, healthcare providers, and insurance companies. Customers are primarily internal to the organization and developers are managed by roles. Table 4.1 illustrates the differences. Of course, these are just two endpoints on a spectrum; companies might have a mix of both.
Table 4.1  The Issues Facing Product Organizations and IT Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Product Organization</th>
<th>IT Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who are the customers?</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are developers assigned to projects?</td>
<td>Along product lines</td>
<td>By roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is being developed?</td>
<td>Products to be sold externally</td>
<td>Software to be used by internal and/or external clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How is planning done?</td>
<td>Yearly, based on marketing</td>
<td>Yearly, based on requests from business side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who decides which products/projects to do?</td>
<td>Program managers</td>
<td>Typically a team of managers with representatives from the business side and IT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Customers

Customers are the end users of the software products, the people who consume the product for some purpose. The goal of a software organization is to add value for its customers.

In IT organizations, customers usually come from the business side of the company. Software exists to support the business as it provides products or services to external customers. If external customers use the products and services directly (for example, a banking Web application), the business side represents those customers to IT.

Product Champion

We use the term “product champion” to describe someone who makes the decisions about which products to create or enhance. Product companies may use the term “program manager” or “product manager.” IT organizations may call this role the “sponsor.”
Project

We use the term “project” to represent a fixed body of work selected to be implemented. It is the work required to create or enhance a product. For “project,” you can substitute the phrase “product creation,” “product enhancement,” or “product fix” if that helps orient you toward product thinking.

Process

“Process” means different things to different people. In software development, we think of a process as an agreement by a team about how they will work together.

The team is responsible for its process. Teams employ their local knowledge about what is required to do their work, complementing required enterprise standards. The team agrees to use and improve its own processes.

Processes exist to serve the people, to help them get their work done. No process is perfect; when problems arise, the team is responsible to stop, change the process, and start again, all without affixing blame to any one person.

Project Portfolios

Virtually all large organizations have a portfolio of projects that they must manage. The mix of these projects is designed to maximize the return on their software-development investment. Ideally, the most important projects would be selected and then given to the development teams; but the larger the portfolio, the harder it is to administer.

Project Portfolios Are Idea Inventories

Administering the project portfolio involves a planning life cycle. The organization uses the life cycle to identify the sources of greatest ROI and then defines a plan to achieve it. It is common to use a yearly project planning cycle. An unintended outcome of the annual cycle is an ever-widening gap between what delivery organizations are working on and what the business needs. The wider the gap, the staler and the less relevant the projects become. The annual cycle becomes a sinkhole into which ideas descend.
Think of project ideas as a type of “work-in-process” (WIP). As long as an idea is in process, the business does not realize value from it. The quicker you can turn it into a real product, the sooner it has value.

What causes excess WIP? Planning teams start out with great intentions. They develop tight business cases and project visions during the project vision “season.” Program managers lead value-driven discussions about the capabilities and features they need to respond to market opportunities or competitor threats.

Then they enter the technical analysis season. All of that high-bandwidth communication between business and development degrades while technical organizations take time to analyze the requirements. Work drops into various technical silos (QA, mid-tier, UI, and the like). Technical integration is pushed off farther and farther. It becomes a downward spiral—people need to be kept busy while they wait for answers to planning questions; the busier they are, the longer it takes them to answer other questions.

Business is savvy about these delays. If they anticipate long delivery cycles, they may end up piling on poorly prioritized requirements (the kitchen-sink effect) in the hope of getting some work that is useful. The more work they give, the larger the portfolio grows. And the larger the portfolio, the harder it is to administer. And the harder it is to administer, the more delays there are. And so on. It is a vicious cycle.

**Should We Avoid Delays by Batching Project Analysis?**

To address these delays in analysis, technical organizations often batch together various business requirements that seem to involve similar technical issues. Then, the technical analysts, who are always in short supply, can focus on those common issues at one time (see Figure 4.1). That seems to be more efficient for the technical resources, but it significantly delays overall delivery and decreases the efficiency of the organization as a whole.

When you batch requirements together, you hold up the release of the most important one(s) in the batch until the least important one is ready. If there is a delay in one part of the bundle, the whole package is delayed. What is the true objective?

---

1. Analysis in silos is a type of Lean “anti-pattern”—a known violation of Lean principles that should not be done (see Shalloway 2008).
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Lean thinking offers a way out of the vicious cycle that can come with managing a large product portfolio. We start by thinking about the relationship between the portfolio’s needs and development team’s needs. As shown in Figure 4.2, there is a pipeline and a feedback mechanism between the two. The goal is to promote a fast-flexible-flow of work while selecting projects that return the greatest value to the organization. Lean thinking says to focus on sustainable speed by delivering the most impor-
Lean Portfolio Management

Tant aspects of a system first, by minimizing work-in-process, and by limiting the amount of work to the organization’s capacity. Lean addresses the risk in software development by creating feedback and focusing on value rather than by the classic method of planning everything up front.

Lean directs us to select smaller projects to work on whenever possible. This does not mean picking small projects from the batch that has already been identified; rather, it means that, early in the planning, projects are defined as small as they can possibly be. This ensures that essential projects are being worked on all the time. Projects that are too large run the risk of bundling together features that are less important to the organization overall.

This approach delivers value to customers more quickly by prioritizing which business features to work on based on business value and then managing the project in a visible portfolio. We call this Lean portfolio management.

**Why It Works**

The Lean portfolio-management approach allows stakeholders and clients to identify and prioritize features that create the highest ROI for the business. The Lean organization is structured so that cross-functional teams can review and break down both business features and system dependencies in order to build minimal marketable software solutions. As opposed to the traditional approach, which is task-based and resource-driven, the Lean portfolio approach is a results-based, validation approach. Status reviews are not based on tasks completed but instead on validation of technical results.
This solves the dilemma that to deliver sooner seems to require more bodies or lowered quality. Lean thinking says that concentrating on delivering the most important features of a product maximizes both team efficiency (by eliminating task switching and waiting times) and team effectiveness (by working on the most important parts of the product). By focusing on small, marketable features, with the goal of getting completed software all the way through the system, an Agile team immediately improves efficiency by avoiding the costs of multi-tasking and its subsequent thrashing. Furthermore, critical projects are not slowed down by working on less important projects in parallel. Additional benefits are achieved because Agile methods quickly expose impediments to rapid delivery that are normally hidden in large Waterfall projects, where processes to transform handoffs create the illusion of control.

**It Is OK to Plan Releases**

On the other end of the spectrum, some Scrum practitioners believe teams should stay focused on the current work iteration and never look ahead (or not much). This attitude has led to many failed Agile teams. In fact, Lean thinking agrees with Scrum’s view not to look too far ahead (trying to achieve JIT); but decisions that need to be made early still need to be made early.

The Lean product portfolio enables priorities to be set, and elaboration of details to occur, at the right, responsible moment. Value is realized incrementally. As more is learned about requirements, that knowledge is fed back into the planning for future increments.

Thus, Agile methods allow a learning organization to emerge, which results in predictable estimation of features described at the capability level. These features can be deconstructed in advance of the iteration in which they are actually implemented by establishing Lean flow that is conceptualized as the planned release of features.

**With Existing Systems, Plan to Use Incremental Delivery**

Building and delivering incrementally works when converting existing systems, too. Customers may say that they “want everything we had in the old system.” But that means they haven’t done an analysis of which features have been valuable. It is extremely unlikely that every feature in the existing system is truly valuable. By building in steps, business value
drives and it allows the development team to focus only on high-value, required features, and not to waste time converting the system’s unneeded features (or worse, bugs). It also allows the business to embrace market changes and opportunities that arise during the conversion project.  

The Benefits of Lean Portfolio Management

This section describes four of the benefits that Lean portfolio management provides to a business.

**Speed and Quality**

A development organization that is truly in synch with its business customers positions itself to help identify minimal marketable features and is structured to be able to release them quickly. Organizations successfully making the transition to Lean-Agile discover that attempts to deliver quickly expose delays that are impediments to both effective and efficient product development. This enables the organization to adjust and to remove these delays and so deliver value more quickly. When the entire enterprise is focused on speed, market opportunities can be leveraged and threats bypassed; the result is rapid savings and realized profits. In order to accommodate this, the development team must begin to see delivery and quality as sustainable activities that are constantly improved by short-cycle feedback loops. Once time-to-market becomes the focus, actions taken to reduce delays cause quality to go up since these delays are the cause of quality problems. The shorter cycles also reduce the development cost by eliminating wasteful steps.

Another benefit of focusing on speed is that the team’s understanding of what they are building increases and they can therefore avoid building what they don’t need. This creates less complex systems because they are smaller—again, resulting in higher quality. Creating smaller, high-quality modules creates an upward spiral of competitive strength by enabling future changes to be more easily manifested.

2. This does require that the technology organization understand Agile design patterns and Test-Driven Development. These practices allow teams to create change-tolerant architectures that give confidence to make aggressive design changes, since the architecture supports them, and suites of automated regression tests allow verification that nothing existing is broken as changes are implemented.
Line of Sight to Business Needs

Think of the Lean portfolio as a set or container of capabilities, defined at a high level, that the business requires to implement its market or response strategies. These capabilities map loosely to capability statements called out as business solutions in the project vision statement or a typical project charter. Call these capabilities “business features” (see Figure 4.3). The Lean portfolio gives the entire business and development organization a focal point, in which line of sight to the business needs is established for all work undertaken, with the goal of minimizing work-in-process and completing each capability as quickly as possible.

The Lean portfolio can be tracked for reporting, but the real value to the business organization is that it creates a visible representation where business features are listed to establish both priority and technical effort required (which continually must be traded off).

Minimizing Work-in-Process

Building in smaller chunks has the side effect of minimizing work-in-process and enabling the formation of well-defined, Agile teams that
work on one feature after another. When they complete one, they pull the next one from the prioritized list of features. This enables teams to work on—and complete—one product or enhancement at a time, which ensures that they are always working on the highest-priority product enhancements.

Smaller chunks make it easier to manage key resources that have to be shared across teams. If the work is smaller, there is less contention for these precious resources, so thrashing is minimized.

**Minimizing Interruptions**

Interruptions are also more easily handled when working with small chunks. When team members are involved in many projects at once, it is tempting to interrupt the team when a manager has an urgent task come up—just to get the task done—when there is no clear break in work activity or the breaks are too far in the future.

When teams are working on smaller chunks of functionality, it is more likely that the manager’s urgent task can wait until a team is done with its current work. This avoids forcing the team to multi-task, which increases thrashing and lowers efficiency.

**The Approach**

The basic approach for Lean portfolio management starts with a breakdown of business features, as shown in Figure 4.3. We will use these business features to transition from a collection of project visions to Lean portfolio management. Instead of batching up capabilities into a large project, Lean organizations can deliver minimal marketable feature sets. This requires cross-functional, continuously integrated Agile teams pulling prioritized work based on capacity.

Taking all of the business features for all of the projects, we can get a plan for our product development, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Select those business features that will return the greatest value, as shown in Figure 4.5.

---

*Note: In the following figures, “BF” means “Business Feature.”*
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Calendar Year

Project 1  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6  BF-7
Project 2  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5
Project 3  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6
Project 4  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5

... 

Project N  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6

Figure 4.4  Development schedule for business features

Calendar Year

Project 1  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6  BF-7
Project 2  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5
Project 3  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6
Project 4  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5

... 

Project N  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6

Figure 4.5  Initial business features developed

Calendar Year

Project 1  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6  BF-7
Project 2  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5
Project 3  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6
Project 4  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5

... 

Project N  BF-1  BF-2  BF-3  BF-4  BF-5  BF-6

Figure 4.6  Continuing to develop business features as planned
As long as our understanding of the world and our projects does not change, the team keeps to the schedule and develops the next most important business features as originally planned, as shown in Figure 4.6.

At some point, a business feature of another product may become more important than some feature in the current plan. Business conditions change all the time; something is learned that gives it more urgency. Because we are using short release cycles, it is easy to modify the plan and give that new business feature a higher priority so that it will be worked on next, as shown in Figure 4.7.

This even works for new features that were not part of the original plan. Just insert the new feature and give it higher priority, as shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7 Developing a business feature from another product line when it will return more value to do so

Figure 4.8 New business opportunity developed
Build what you need; avoid building what you don’t need

The product backlog: prioritized feature set, staged and decomposed into user and system stories (under the features); higher priorities to the left, lower ones to the right
The point is to focus on building those functions that are most needed and most important, and to avoid building features that are less useful. The iterative approach of focusing on the most valuable business capabilities enables us to take advantage of the Pareto rule: Find the 20 percent of the work that provides 80 percent of the value. This is illustrated in Figure 4.9.

With this approach, it is straightforward to create a prioritized product backlog for each team. As shown in Figure 4.10, each team has a product backlog that lists its features across the top and the story breakdown under each feature. The priority of each feature on the team’s backlog must align with the priorities of the overall portfolio. The priorities are shown graphically: Higher-priority features appear on the left and lower-priority features on the right. Figure 4.10 shows an actual team’s product backlog.

**Shorter Planning Cycles**

Figure 4.10 illustrates the extreme position of planning at the business-feature level based on minimal marketable features. You can still realize significant value without going that far by focusing on the time delays that occur in the regular annual planning cycle.

A typical annual planning cycle runs from July 1 to December 31. This means that we spend the last six months of this year collecting ideas and developing plans for work that begins next year. Then, in January, any new ideas that come along go into the hopper to wait until the next planning cycle, next July 1. If you have worked in IT for any length of time, this is not surprising.

But what is the result? It is that the ideas we are working with are likely stale. To compute the average amount of time it takes from when an idea enters the planning cycle until it is completed, add the following:

- The average time it waits for planning
- The time it takes for planning
- The average time it takes for completion

As shown in Figure 4.11, assuming everything gets done in a year, each of these steps takes 6 months, which means that the entire time from idea to delivery averages 18 months.
What happens if we plan on quarterly releases instead? The average age of the items waiting to be planned is only 1.5 months. The planning cycle is 3 months, and with a quarterly development cycle, the average time until implementation is 1.5 months. Quarterly planning, even with the same development methodology, reduces the delay between idea and implementation from 18 months to 6 months (see Figure 4.12).

**Estimating and Tracking Progress**

Traditional portfolio management often tracks progress against a plan rather than against value created. Progress means finishing various engineering phases. How often have you seen projects that show “green” status through requirements, analysis, design, and build stages—successfully finishing each phase on time—but then become “red” overnight when it comes to release?

In Lean thinking, the most valuable indicator of status is working software. Building smaller, complete pieces of functionality simplifies the principles of continuous integration. Furthermore, working software exposes otherwise unseen problems that will not reveal themselves until
too late in the development process. Avoiding long integration cycles and hidden snags is a great way to prevent waste.

By creating a Lean portfolio of business features, businesses can focus on prioritization and can clearly see business value versus cost. This is accomplished because teams learn how to estimate with just enough accuracy for businesses to determine the best value returned from effort. An effective practice for institutionalizing this estimation skill is by using story points (Cohn 2005). The portfolio view simplifies budget decisions because funding centers can be determined by what percentage of features (along with costs) are staged in the portfolio. Once Agile teams establish their velocity, planners can create accurate release schedules that give clear time-to-market for business goals (see Figure 4.13).³

---

**Figure 4.13** Each iteration delivers working software, measured in “story points,” and release status can be easily tracked in a burn-up chart.

---

³ Team velocity is defined as the effort or story points the team can complete per iteration.
Summary

This chapter presents the Lean approach to portfolio management, which has several advantages over other, traditional project-portfolio approaches. A Lean portfolio of features allows the business and technologists to view ROI versus technical risk. Planners can allocate correct proportions of budgeted work and create right-sized work that can be accurately estimated and pulled into a large Agile organization. The enterprise can issue a predictable release plan that establishes a means to deliver technology solutions guided by business. With focus on correct engineering practices, enterprise Agility will emerge, allowing the organization to be change-enabled, which provides the competitive advantage afforded by quick time-to-market.

The essence of Lean thinking is “fast-flexible-flow.” We can get more value through our development pipeline by selecting minimal marketable features to ensure we are building the smallest sensible features we can. This improves effectiveness. And, by working with smaller pieces that can be completed more quickly, we can minimize work-in-process, limit work to capacity, focus on eliminating delays, and avoid thrashing. This increases our efficiency. Lean enables an upward spiral to the speed of delivering value while increasing quality and decreasing costs.

Try This

These exercises are best done as a conversation with someone in your organization. After each exercise, ask each other if there are any actions either of you can take to improve your situation.

- Think about the projects you have worked on in the past.
- Was there a subset of these projects that could have been released without all of the features of the project that was released?
- What would have happened had you released the product enhancements in smaller increments?
- Are there reasons other than the product itself (for example, cost of release) that prevent partial releases?
- What should you do about these?
- How many projects at a time does the typical person in your organization work on?
- What does this accomplish and what does it cost?
- Do key people work on even more projects than a typical person?
**Recommended Reading**

The following works offer helpful insights into the topics of this chapter.


